
ONLINE COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

I. ORGANIZER 

1. The competition (hereinafter: “Competition”) is organized by the Warsaw Tourism 

Organization, address: Pl. Defilad 1, 00-901 Warsaw, National Court Register [KRS] 

no. 0000377161, Tax id. no. [NIP] 5252530970 (hereinafter: “WOT” or “Organizer”). 

2. The Competition is organized via a website run by the Warsaw Tourism Organization 

at www.warsawcitybreak.com. 

3. The Competition lasts from 24.09.2019 to 24.10.2019. 

II. PARTICIPANTS AND PARTICIPATION 

1. The Competition is open to all participants who: are natural persons with full capacity 

to perform legal transactions, visit our website www.warsawcitybreak.com, and meet 

all requirements specified in these Terms and Conditions (hereinafter: “Participant(s)”).  

2. The conditions for participating in the Competition are as follows: 

a. Fulfilling the conditions specified in point 1 above;  

b. Valid submission of the competition photo on Instagram using the hashtag 

#myspotinwarsaw meeting the requirements of the competition; 

c. Publishing a photo for the competition is equal to accepting the terms and  

conditions. 

3. Participating in the Competition is deemed to express the acceptance of these Terms 

and Conditions. 

4. Upon making a submission in the manner described in this section, the Participant 

receives a confirmation of the submission sent to their email address indicated in the 

Competition form.  

5. Each Participant may participate in the Competition only once. 

6. The Competition form will be published online at www.warsawcitybreak.com on 

24.09.2019 and will be available there until the Competition is resolved, i.e. until 

25.10.2019. 

III. RESOLUTION AND AWARDS 

1. The Competition will be resolved after 24.10.2019. 

2. The Competition offers the following awards:  

a. One night weekend stay at The Westin Warsaw; 

b. One night weekend stay at Sheraton Warsaw; 

c. 2x double voucher for brunch at Sheraton Warsaw; 

d. 2x double voucher for Fish Market at The Westin Warsaw. 

3. The awards are sponsored by Organizer. 

4. The entries to the Competition will be assessed by a jury consisting of 1 person from 

Warsaw Tourism Organization, 1 person from Sheraton Warsaw, 1 person from Warsaw 

Tourist Office, 1 photographer at their own discretion, based on the entry’s creativity, 

ingenuity and originality.  



5. The Organizer will select 6 winners. 

6. The Organizer will notify the Participants about the results of the Competition by 

sending out emails to the addresses indicated in the Competition forms.  

7. The awards will be provided to the winners in form of electronic vouchers via emails 

sent to the winners’ addresses.  

IV. COPYRIGHT TRANSFER. 

1. The winners of the competition are obliged to:  

a. Send an original size of the photo after the announcement of the results of the 

competition to office@wot.waw.pl.   

b. Transfer the rights to use the photos for promotional purposes to Warsaw 

Tourism Organization (under written agreement (the Agreement), . 

2. The Participant agree to transfer all copyrights to the photo on all fields of use      

known in the moment of conclusion of the Agreement, without any limitations related 

to territory and time, and without any right to remuneration. The Organizer may 

transfer the rights to the photo to its members. 

3. The winner is obliged to sign an agreement transferring the copyrights to the photo 

before the prize is handed out. 

V. LIABILITY 

1. The Organizer is not liable for the accuracy and truthfulness of the Competition 

Participants’ data, including the inability to provide the awards for reasons attributable 

to the Participant, in particular when the Participant failed to provide an accurate mailing 

address or if the provided data is incomplete or outdated. 

2. The Organizer declares that they neither verify nor monitor the content provided by the 

Participants for accuracy or truthfulness, save for any instances when violations of the 

provisions of these Terms and Conditions or the provisions of the law are removed. 

3. The Organizer reserves the right to exclude those Participants from the Competition 

whose actions do not comply with the law or with these Terms and Regulations.  

4. The Organizer is not liable for any disruptions in the operation of the IT infrastructure, 

including Internet connections, servers, interfaces, browsers, or for temporary or 

permanent bans on websites or applications, imposed in particular by Facebook. 

5. The Participant declares that he/she will have all copyrights to the photo, mentioned in 

II.2.b. The Participant guarantees that the photo will be free from physical and legal 

faults. The Participant shall be fully liable in this respect.  

VI. PERSONAL DATA 

1. The personal data of the Competition Participants is administered by the Organizer. The 

personal data of the Participants is processed by the Organizer solely to conduct the 

Competition and in the scope necessary to conduct the Competition. 

2. The personal data is provided by the Competition Participants voluntarily, but its 

provision is necessary for their participation in the Competition.  

3. The personal data of the Competition Participants will be stored by the Organizer only 

for the period needed to conduct the Competition and give out the awards.  

mailto:office@wot.waw.pl


4. The information clause on processing personal data at WOT is available at: 

wot.waw.pl/klauzula-informacyjna-rodo. 

VII. FINAL PROVISIONS 

1. All items not provided for in these Terms and Conditions are governed by generally 

applicable laws, in particular by the provisions of the Polish Civil Code. 

2. The Organizer reserves the right to amend these Terms and Conditions after their entry 

into force. The information about any amendments will be published online at 

www.warsawcitybreak.com. 

3. These Terms and Conditions enter into force upon their publication. 

4. These Terms and Conditions are available online at www.warsawcitybreak.com.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


